
This document contains the practical and theoretical data, as well as the methodology 
of continued work for the development of the project “Networks mesh based on 
intelligent access points 802.11 open source (I)”. 
This project tries to endow to personal computers the capacity to work as a AP’s of a 
network wireless. With the characteristic that these APs must be intelligent and they 
have the capacity to elect the channel in which they work to be able to endow to the 
network of a greater performance. These AP’s work with 802.11b, utilizing PCMCIA 
wireless cards. Each computer have two cards. The first one will be use in way Ad-hoc 
for the communication between the different AP’s and the broadcast of the information 
that is transmitted for the network. The other interface works in infrastructure mode, 
and is the responsible for giving cover to the network’s clients. 
The network works with IPv6. To permit the connectivity among all the nodes needs a 
routing protocol for wireless ad-hoc networks. The first thing that has been carried out 
is a summary of the most important characteristics. Subsequently the most important 
protocols have been analyzed to finish choosing the one that more was adapted to the 
needs of the network with the one that works itself. 
The protocol elected has been OLSR of the one that there is a good implementation 
that is the one that has been utilized and to which they have been added him 
functionalities for the distribution of information. The information that is transmitted 
besides the referring one to the own topology of the network, is information of the 
interferences created by the neighbours to the node. Also it should be known the 
channels in which all the nodes work as well as the troughput that is having that node. 
All this information should be stored in a file, with a special format for subsequently to 
be treated and in this way being able to improve the efficiency of the network. 
 


